Assail - Ian C. Esslemont - 2014-08-05

This follow-up to Ian C. Esslemont’s Blood and Bone is sure to delight Malazan fans. Tens of thousands of years of ice is melting, and the land of Assail, long a byword for menace and inaccessibility, is at last yielding its secrets. Tales of gold discovered in the region’s north circulate in every waterfront dive and sailor’s tavern, and now countless adventurers and fortune-seekers have set sail in search of riches. All these adventurers have to guide them are legends and garbled tales of the dangers that lie in wait – hostile coasts, fields of ice, impassable barriers and strange, terrifying creatures. But all accounts concur that the people of the north meet all trespassers with the sword. And beyond are rumoured to lurk Elder monsters out of history’s very beginnings.

Into this turmoil ventures the mercenary company, the Crimson Guard. Not drawn by contract, but by the promise of answers: answers to mysteries that Shimmer, second in command, wonders should even be sought. Arriving also, part of an uneasy alliance of Malazan fortune-hunters and Letherii soldiery, comes the hard Fisher kel Tath. And with him is a Tiste Andii who was found washed ashore and cannot remember his past life, yet who commands far more power than he really should. Also venturing north is said to be a mighty champion, a man who once fought for the Malazans, the bearer of a sword that slays gods: Whiteblade. And lastly, far to the south, a woman guards the shore awaiting both her allies and her enemies. Silverfox, newly incarnated Summoner of the undying army of the T’lan Imass, will do anything to stop the renewal of an ages-old crusade that could lay waste to the entire continent and beyond. Casting light on mysteries spanning the Malazan empire, and offering a glimpse of the storied and epic history that shaped it, “Assail” is the final chapter in the epic story of the Empire of Malaz. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Autumn of the Ace - Louis de Bernières - 2020-11-05

‘De Bernieres is a singular, cherishable voice’ Mail on Sunday From the master of historical fiction, this book follows an unforgettable family after the Second World War. Some bonds are hard to break Daniel Pitt was an RAF fighter in the First World War and an espionage agent for the SOE in the Second. Now the conflicts he faces are closer to home. Daniel’s marriage has fractured beyond repair and Daniel’s relationship with his son, Bertie, has been a failure since Bertie was a small boy. But after his brother Archie’s death, Daniel is keen for new perspectives. He first travels to Peshawar to bury Archie in the place he loved best, and then finds himself in Canada, avoiding his family and friends back in England. Daniel and Bertie's different experiences of war, although devastating, also bring with them the opportunity for the two to reconnect. If only they can find a way to move on from the past

Clinical Pathology Board Review E-Book - Steven L. Spitalnik - 2014-09-22

Clinical Pathology Board Review covers all of the major subject areas of clinical pathology, presenting you with an essential study guide for certification or recertification. Designed as a companion to Anatomic Pathology Board Review, 2nd Edition, this brand-new medical reference book will be a welcome resource for pathology residents and practicing pathologists alike. Understand all of the major subject areas of clinical pathology tested on the Clinical Pathology board exam, including chemistry, hematology, coagulation, microbiology, immunology (including HLA testing), transfusion medicine (including therapeutic apheresis), cytogenetics, and molecular diagnostics. Prepare for the boards with help from multiple-choice questions offered in a format that mimics that of the actual test. Effectively grasp key concepts with questions that integrate various areas of clinical pathology, as well as questions that bridge concepts in clinical pathology with those in anatomic pathology. Understand why an answer is correct or incorrect with help from brief explanations accompanying each. Review key concepts in laboratory medicine, correlate them to the associated clinical or laboratory information, and apply them to the diagnosis and management of human disease. Designed as a companion to Anatomic Pathology Board Review, 2nd Edition (ISBN: 9781455711406).
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CCNA Routing and Switching ICND2 200-105 Official Cert Guide - Wendell Odom - 2016-06-29
Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification exam. - Master Cisco CCNA ICND2 200-105 exam topics - Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes - Review key concepts with exam-preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of CCNA Routing and Switching ICND2 200-105 Official Cert Guide. This eBook does not include the companion CD-ROM with practice exam that comes with the print. CCNA Routing and Switching ICND2 200-105 Official Cert Guide presents you with an organized test-preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques. “Do I Know This Already?” quizzes open each chapter and enable you to decide how much time you will spend on each section. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. CCNA Routing and Switching ICND2 200-105 Official Cert Guide from Cisco Press enables you to succeed on the exam the first time and is the only self-study resource approved by Cisco. Best-selling author and expert instructor Wendell Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. This complete study package includes - A test-preparation routine proven to help you pass the exam - “Do I Know This Already?” quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section - Chapter-ending and part-ending exercises, which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly - Troubleshooting sections, which help you master the complex scenarios you will face on the exam - A final preparation chapter, which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies - Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study plan - And test-taking strategies - Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study

Beyond Slash, Burn, and Poison - Marcy Jane Knopf-Neuman - 2004
Beyond Slash, Burn, and Poison - Marcy Jane Knopf-Neuman - 2004

Beat Panic: Bullet Guides Everything You Need to Get Started - Martha Langley - 2012-06-15
Bullet: Beat Panic is a user-friendly visual guide to overcoming panic. Open this book and you will: understand the causes of panic; use relaxation techniques learn to face your fears; stop negative thought patterns.
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Business Schools and their Contribution to Society - Mette Morsing - 2011-10-18
Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here Business schools are arguably some of the most influential institutions in contemporary society. The research and education they provide set the standard for how future leaders manage local and global organizations - responsibility requiring continual discussion, development and challenge. This exciting book explores the role of business schools through 3 key dimensions: - How business school legitimacy has been challenged by the recent economic crisis and corporate scandals; - How schools contribute to shaping and transforming business conduct; and - How institutions, past and present, develop their identities to face the challenges presented by the ongoing globalization process. Combining global perspectives from business school Deans, scholars and stakeholders, this book presents a unique discussion of the current and future challenges facing business schools and their contributions to society.
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Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting Revision Guide - Ian Harrison - 2013-11-29
Get your best grades with this Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting Revision Guide. - Manage your own revision with step-by-step support from experienced examiners Ian Harrison and Michael Hillman - Maintain an appropriate international focus in exams with examples and case studies from around the world - Get the top marks by applying accounting terms accurately with the help of definitions and key words Use the Revision Guide to prepare for the big day: - Plan and pace your revision with the revision planner - Use the expert tips to clarify key points - Avoid making typical mistakes with expert advice - Test yourself with rapid-fire questions and answers and tick off each topic as you complete it - Practise your exam skills with exam-style questions Also available: Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting textbook by Ian Harrison (ISBN: 9781444181432). This title has not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
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Tokyo University of Foreign Studies. In this first volume, we report on the international symposium hosted by the Global Center of Excellence Program "Corpus-based Linguistics and Language Education (CbLLE)" throughout 2008.

**Chicken Soup for the Nurse's Soul** - Jack Canfield - 2012-08-07
This collection of true stories champions the daily contributions, commitments and sacrifices of nurses.
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**Build Your Own PC Game in Seven Easy Steps** - Scott Palmer - 1995
Written in a snidely humorous style, this practical book teaches all the basic skills needed to program good PC games. It shows how to implement ideas and techniques in developing three specific games (a text adventure, a graphics adventure, and a graphics arcade game) and provides instantly downloadable code samples for each game.
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**Controlling with SAP - Practical Guide** - Janet Salmon - 2014-09-29
From basic transactions to troubleshooting, this title helps you execute your daily Controlling tasks with fewer steps and greater ease. It shows how to manage master data, set up planning and budgeting work, and conduct actual postings using routine CO capabilities and new technologies integrated alongside the Controlling component.
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**Canadian Curriculum ScienceSmart 4** - Popular Book Popular Book Company - 2013-11
Canadian Curriculum ScienceSmart covers the essentials of elementary science. Curriculum-based, each title provides students with succinct information and engaging activities to stimulate their natural curiosity, and helps them master the basic concepts and develop an interest in learning science.
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**To My Arrogant Boss** - J. S. Cooper - 2021-01-01
To Mr. Tate Howard, You are quite possibly the most infuriating, annoying and grumpy man I’ve ever met in my life. I know you think that you’re God’s gift to women, but I have a secret to let you in on: you’re not. You’re God’s gift to yourself. Get over your wanna-be cool surfer self and grow up. It thought it was time that someone addressed your big head and told you straight to your face that you’re not all that. Just because you have an Ivy league education doesn’t mean you’re the smartest man in the world. In fact, I’m not even sure if you would have gotten in if you didn’t have rich parents. Yes, I went there. Every woman doesn’t want to sleep with you and I’m sure you’re not even good in bed. And I’m someone that would know. From, Your Secret Not Admirer
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**Constitutional Mythologies** - Alain Marciano - 2011-08-02
Our societies obviously rest on common beliefs. These “myths” are tools that help us to develop and build common identities; they form the structure around which societies function. This does not imply that these beliefs are “true,” in the sense that they would be supported by empirical facts. In social matters, myths have undoubtedly important functions to play even if no empirical facts support them. On the other hand, and precisely because they are not discussed, myths may be problematic: they may create illusions, conserve structures that are inefficient and unable to improve the situation of citizens. This is particularly true with constitutions. Constitutions are very important for societies: a constitution is a document — even in societies based on “unwritten” constitutions — which binds citizens together, creating unity among them, and which forms the framework within which our activities take place. As Nobel Prize laureate James Buchanan used to say: constitutions contain the rules of the social game we play in our everyday life. However, constitutions are not frequently debated by citizens. This is why we end up with common beliefs about these constitutions: they are above our heads, around us. We take them, their role, function, and nature as given. The purpose of this volume to investigate and challenge common constitutional myths. Featuring contributions from prominent economists, political scientists, and legal scholars, the chapters in this volume address such myths as “constitutions are binding social contracts,” “constitutions are economic documents” and “constitutions are legal documents.” Illustrating their analyses with historical and contemporary examples from the United States, Canada, and Europe, the authors build a multi-layered approach to understanding constitutions and their implications for social and political influence.
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**Corpus Analysis and Variation in Linguistics** - Yuji Kagawauchi - 2009
This new edition of TUFS Studies in Linguistics, we aim to showcase the various linguistics research conducted at Tokyo University of Foreign Studies. In this first volume, we report on the international symposium hosted by the Global Center of Excellence Program "Corpus-based Linguistics and Language Education (CbLLE)" throughout 2008.
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address your big head and told you straight to your face that you’re not all that. Just because you have an Ivy league education doesn’t mean you’re the smartest man in the world. In fact, I’m not even sure if you would have gotten in if you didn’t have rich parents. Yes, I went there. Every woman doesn’t want to sleep with you and I’m sure you’re not even good in bed. And I’m someone that would know. From, Your Secret Not Admirer

Miss Julia Delivers the Goods - Ann B. Ross - 2009
Learning that Hazel Marie is pregnant with twins and that the father, private investigator J. D. Pickens, has left town, Miss Julia summons the wayward man to solve a local theft in the hopes of reuniting the couple. By the author of Miss Julia Paints the Town.

Immediate answers - easy study MCQ book! Paper back law book 4. Cuz needed an afro hair-do for his part in a play and went to the drugstore where a friend told him that the best conditioner to achieve an instant afro was Conditioner X. Cuz bought two jars of Conditioner X but found that they were completely useless. The friend (A) Will not have to pay damages (B) Has breached the covenant of good faith (C) Has breached the UCC warranty (D) Has breached the warranty of fitness for purpose a

Teaching Abby - Becca Jameson - 2020-02-25
It’s a summer internship. Never mind that the owners are hot. Never mind that there are three of them. Never mind that they have a secret “play” room in the basement. Never mind that she’s never been more intruged in her life. She only has three months. No matter how deeply she gets involved, she can’t stay...

Teaching Abby - Becca Jameson - 2020-02-25
It’s a summer internship. Never mind that the owners are hot. Never mind that there are three of them. Never mind that they are twice her age. Never mind that they have a secret “play” room in the basement. Never mind that she’s never been more intruged in her life. She only has three months. No matter how deeply she gets involved, she can’t stay...

Contracts from Tensor Analysis and Differential Geometry - Tracy Y. Thomas - 2016-06-03
Concepts from Tensor Analysis and Differential Geometry discusses coordinate manifolds, scalars, vectors, and tensors. The book explains some interesting formal properties of a skew-symmetric tensor and the curl of a vector in a coordinate manifold of three dimensions. It also explains Riemann spaces, affinely connected spaces, normal coordinates, and the general theory of extension. The book explores differential invariants, transformation groups, Euclidean metric space, and the Frenet formulae. The text describes curves in space, surfaces in space, mixed surfaces, space tensors, including the formulae of Gaus and Weingarten. It presents the equations of two scalars K and Q which can be defined over a regular surface S in a three dimensional Riemannian space R. In the equation, the scalar K, which is an intrinsic differential invariant of the surface S, is known as the total or Gaussian curvature and the scalar U is the mean curvature of the surface. The book also tackles families of parallel surfaces, developable surfaces, asymptotic lines, and orthogonal ennupples. The text is intended for a one-semester course for graduate students of pure mathematics, of applied mathematics covering subjects such as the theory of relativity, fluid mechanics, elasticity, and plasticity theory.

The Aussie Next Door - Stefanie London - 2019-08-27
“A sweet, sexy read, featuring a couple that feels both true-to-life and aspirational.” Kirkus Review, Starred Review American Angie Donovan has never wanted much. When you grow up getting bounced from foster home to foster home, you learn not to become attached to anything, anyone, or any place. But it only took her two days to fall in love with Australia. With her visa clock ticking, surely she can fall in love with an Australian—and get hitched—in two months. Especially if he’s as hot and funny as her next-door neighbor Jace Walters has never wanted much—except a bathroom he didn’t have to share. The last cookie all to himself. And solitude. But when you grow up in a family of seven, you can kiss those things goodbye. He’s finally living alone and working on his syndicated comic strip in privacy. Sure, his American neighbor is distractingly sexy and annoyingly nosy, but she’ll be gone in a few months except now she’s determined to find her perfect match by checking out every eligible male in the town, and her choices are even more distracting. So why does it suddenly feel like he—and his obnoxious tight-knit family, and even these two wayward dogs—could be exactly what she needs? Each book in the Patterson’s Bluff series is STANDALONE: * The Aussie Next Door * Her Aussie Holiday
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Clash of Clans - Aaron Williams - 2015-10-26
You are well along your way to becoming a far better Clash of Clans players, but before we launch into the bulk of this book, let’s first take a moment to go over exactly what it is that you will be getting within this book: A defensive guide for beginners, with tips and detailed explanations for each technique* A breakdown of the defenses structures including how they work and where you should place each of them in your base* Tough base designs to meet your needs whether you are forming, trophy pushing, or in a Clan War* Specific defensive strategies that can make your base much harder to defeat* Hundreds of defensive tips, tricks, and techniques placed throughout the book, to provide you with all of the information that is necessary * Links to many online resources* And much more! This book was written by Aaron Williams, a Clash of Clans player who has been around since shortly after its release. Furthermore, It has also been analyzed by other Clash of Clans experts with years of experience who all have unique perspectives about the game.See you inside!
he/she can provide, and how to discern their names in order to get better “reception.”
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Fully updated and revised, this leading guide on Internet privacy, anonymity and security contains all the practical information you need to inform and protect yourself. In this comprehensive yet easy-to-read guide for Windows users, you will quickly learn how to: stop search engines, social media and other powerful Internet players from tracking and profiling your online activities gain unrestricted access to all the content and downloads the Internet has to offer use social media to stay connected with friends in ways that don’t compromise your privacy or safety keep hackers, identity thieves and adversaries from gaining access to your computer use the best (and often free!) privacy, anonymity and security apps that really work mask your IP address with a proxy. The Onion Router (Tor) or a virtual private network (VPN) use encryption to keep your digital items, downloads and personal information completely hidden and safe prevent surveillance and the monitoring of your activities other Internet service providers (ISP), governments, adversaries and other unwelcome snopes enjoy all the benefits (and downloads) of torrent file-sharing and Usenet newsgroups while staying protected and anonymous get rid of trace and hidden data on your computer that exposes your private activities conduct checks on how private your online activities and devices really are: From your small investment in this book, you will benefit for years to come. After all, your privacy and security are priceless.
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Death Waits in the Dark - Mark Edward Langley - 2020-08-04

It took all of thirty seconds for two shots to bring the world of Margaret Tabaaha crashing down around her. After losing her husband in Afghanistan during the first year of Operation Enduring Freedom, her two sons were all she had left. Now they had been taken from her violently, deliberately, plunging her into a whiskey bottle and stripping away her reason for living. When Arthur Nakai receives a call from his first love, Margaret, her voice pleading for his help, it comes as he is attending a wake for one of the men he considered a brother from his days in the Marines 6th LAR Wolf Pack Battalion. Feeling a deep and responsible obligation to help her, Arthur soon finds himself involved in the multi-billion-dollar world of the oil and gas industry and coming face-to-face with an old adversary, Elias Dayton. Their paths had crossed when Arthur was a member of the Shadow Wolves, an elite tactical unit within US Customs and Border Protection. Now Dayton runs Patriot Security, a Blackwater-type firm that keeps the oil rigs, gas wells, and man camps secure from the Water Protectors, protesters pushing to stop the fracking and poisoning of Native lands. As Arthur works through the case from his end, Navajo police chief Jake Bilagody tackles it from another angle, looking into the strained relationship between the oil company and the Navajo people, all while searching for a missing Navajo man that may have become an unwilling piece on the reservation checkerboard. But when Arthur learns the identity of the boys’ killer, he struggles to make sense of it. Because if the clues are right, he will be forced to make a decision that will haunt him for the rest of his life.

Shades of Lovers - Catarine Hancock - 2020-08-18

love comes in many colors. This is a story of breaking and healing, of forgiving but not forgetting, of understanding and balance. It is not only something to enjoy, but something to learn from. Here are the things I did right, and the many things I did wrong. I give them to you, so that when love comes knocking, you will have a sense of what to do when you open the door. Explore the experience of six different relationships in this moving collection that dives into the highs and lows of love.
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Biotechnology in Latin America - N. Patrick Peritore - 1995

The different challenges posed by the growth of biotechnology have been keenly felt in Latin America. This work examines how biotechnology can be made to serve developing nations rather than provide another route for exploitation by First-World industry.
real difference to the life of the person in your care. The different challenges posed by the growth of biotechnology have been keenly felt in Latin America. This work examines how biotechnology can be made to serve developing nations rather than provide another route for exploitation by First-World industry.

**Best Practice Guidelines for Doctoral Programs - Ian J. Shaw - 2015-10-14**

A ‘second reformation’ in global theology is currently taking place. In the Majority World, evangelical theological education is growing rapidly and increasing its global impact. Scholars are applying the fruits of their research in Biblical and theological fields to their contexts to serve the needs of theological students and churches and their leaders. One of the most significant trends within this growth of global theological education is the increasing emergence of evangelical doctoral programs. Starting with a major consultation in Beirut in 2010, ICETE’s Doctoral Initiative has been working to provide resources to develop and equip these programs. This book contains the results of that work, including the Beirut Benchmarks for Research Doctoral Programs (2010), the Beirut Benchmarks for Professional Doctorates (2011), and a well-developed series of statements on best practices, which explain, amplify, and help apply the Benchmarks. Written out of a commitment to excellence, and a belief that such excellence is honouring to God, and of service to His Church, this book will help benefit doctoral programs, students and supervisors working both in the Majority World and the West.

**Best Practice Guidelines for Doctoral Programs - Ian J. Shaw - 2015-10-14**

A ‘second reformation’ in global theology is currently taking place. In the Majority World, evangelical theological education is growing rapidly and increasing its global impact. Scholars are applying the fruits of their research in Biblical and theological fields to their contexts to serve the needs of theological students and churches and their leaders. One of the most significant trends within this growth of global theological education is the increasing emergence of evangelical doctoral programs. Starting with a major consultation in Beirut in 2010, ICETE’s Doctoral Initiative has been working to provide resources to develop and equip these programs. This book contains the results of that work, including the Beirut Benchmarks for Research Doctoral Programs (2010), the Beirut Benchmarks for Professional Doctorates (2011), and a well-developed series of statements on best practices, which explain, amplify, and help apply the Benchmarks. Written out of a commitment to excellence, and a belief that such excellence is honouring to God, and of service to His Church, this book will help benefit doctoral programs, students and supervisors working both in the Majority World and the West.

**Goodnight Mysteries Books 1-3 - elise sax - 2019-04-27**

Goodnight Mysteries: Book 1 - 3 The Goodnight Mysteries series is the small-town mystery romance spinoff of the Matchmaker Mysteries. Goodnight...Sometimes sweet dreams end in murder. * Die Noon * Matilda Dare can’t sleep. Her insomnia is one more reason to move to the quirky small town of Goodnight, New Mexico after she inherits a house, a small newspaper, and two old dogs there. But despite the Goodnight name, Matilda still spends her nights wide awake, and she has good reason after a reporter is murdered. With a mystery to solve, she begins to investigate the town and uncovers more suspects than she knows what to do with. Meanwhile, the hottie cowboy sheriff is doing his own investigation into Matilda, and the mysterious, handsome stranger, who just happens to live with her, is showing up in all the wrong places. As her investigation continues, danger increases, and it might end up spelling lights out for Matilda. * A Doom with a View * Matilda Dare sti can’t sleep. Since she’s arrived in Goodnight, New Mexico, she’s solved one murder and had more than one conversation with a dead woman. Obsessed with finding the woman’s killer, she has to put that on hold when her newspaper receives a mysterious, coded letter. When the author of the letter winds up dead, Matilda is thrust into a mystery that puts her new friends into danger. The hunky Sheriff Goodnight and Matilda’s hunky roommate Boone are along for the ride in this funny action adventure that might end up spelling lights out for Matilda. * Jurassic Dark * Matilda Dare might be in a new relationship, but she’s not sure. Ever since Boone kissed her, it’s been up in the air if they’re an item or not. Either way, she can’t focus on romance for very long because one of her best friends has been accused of murder, and Matilda is bound and determined to prove her innocence. Matilda and Boone find themselves on the trail of the real killer out in the wilds of New Mexico. But as they’re pursuing the killer, they’re being pursued as well. * Elise Sax will win your heart. — New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis * Sax will make you laugh. Her larger-than-life characters jump off the page and make crazy seem like a fun place to hang out. — New York Times bestselling author Christie Craig * With quirky characters reminiscent of Janet Evanovich’s Stephanie Plum series and a small-town heroine redolent of Charlaine Harris’s Sookie Stackhouse — RT Book Reviews * Fans of laugh-out-loud romantic suspense will enjoy this new author as she joins the ranks of Janet Evanovich, Katie MacAllister, and Jennifer Crusie. — Booklist, on A Doom to Dismember * A light-hearted and amusing caper with a sexy side order of romance... Gladie is an endearing mess of a character, and the book is fast-paced and amusing, with a large cast of quirky, small-town characters. — Kirkus Reviews, on Matchpoint * The story of Gladie Rue should be enjoyed in installments, as much for its humor and a mystery that’s as engaging as the details of Gladie’s love life. — RT Book Reviews, on Love Game
Eileen intrigues him. She's not the kind of girl he usually hooks up with. She doesn't even fall for his charm. He's smoking hot and actually notices her and makes her feel special. Jason doesn't believe in commitment, but he's needed for his sister's wedding for her older sister—and she has to help. It's just another year where she's overlooked. But the best man is almost here. But as always she's her parent's afterthought. Her family is too busy planning a shotgun wedding and been avoiding ever since. Now she's working in his sister's bakery and she sees him everyday. Can she keep her secrets and her heart safe from the sexy sheriff?

The Sheriff's Sweet Surrender - Nancy Warren - 2017-03-02

He was the last man she could have, and the only one she wanted. Welcome to Hidden Falls, Oregon where the big, crazy Chance family are finding love one by one. Sheriff James Chance is a burned out Seattle cop who’s come home to Hidden Falls where he loves his quiet life as a sheriff – quiet except for a determined divorcée who’s stalking him, and the shy baker who’s trying to avoid him. Kimberly Parker left home and the shame of her past to start fresh in Hidden Falls. Little did she know that the town sheriff was the man she'd fallen for at a wedding and been avoiding ever since. Now she’s working in his sister’s bakery and she sees him everyday. Can she keep her secrets and her heart safe from the sexy sheriff?

Then He Happened - Claudia Burgoa - 2020-05-06

Jason is a cynical rich playboy. He doesn't take life seriously, He doesn't believe in settling down. Eileen’s thirtieth birthday is almost here. But as always she's her parent’s afterthought. Her family is too busy planning a shotgun wedding for her older sister—and she has to help. It’s just another year where she’s overlooked. But the best man is smoking hot and actually notices her and makes her feel special. Jason doesn’t believe in commitment, but Eileen intrigues him. She’s not the kind of girl he usually hooks up with. She doesn’t even fall for his charm. He’s made it his task to convince her that he’s not the shallow man she thinks he is. But can Jason give up his playboy lifestyle to become what Eileen needs?

Contracts and Commissions for the NHS Estate - NHS Estates - 1993

Concode

Body Composition Analysis of Animals - John R. Speakman - 2001-08-02

An evaluation and assessment of advances in the analysis of animal body composition.

Then He Happened - Claudia Burgoa - 2020-05-06

Jason is a cynical rich playboy. He doesn’t take life seriously. He doesn’t believe in settling down. Eileen’s thirtieth birthday is almost here. But as always she’s her parent’s afterthought. Her family is too busy planning a shotgun wedding for her older sister—and she has to help. It’s just another year where she’s overlooked. But the best man is smoking hot and actually notices her and makes her feel special. Jason doesn’t believe in commitment, but Eileen intrigues him. She’s not the kind of girl he usually hooks up with. She doesn’t even fall for his charm. He’s made it his task to convince her that he’s not the shallow man she thinks he is. But can Jason give up his playboy lifestyle to become what Eileen needs?

Cardiac Arrhythmias - Donald Carey Harrison - 1981

Cardiac Arrhythmias - Donald Carey Harrison - 1981